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M ESSAGE F ROM T HE V ICE P RESIDENT
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hank you for reading this latest
issue of Vision magazine from
the University of Montana. Once
again we showcase the vast range of
research and creative scholarship being
conducted by our faculty and students.
Topics range from two of our most
precious national parks — Glacier and
Yellowstone — to an archeological field
school in Belize. We also cover an intern
success story in downtown Missoula
and the search for new planets. Other
highlights include a plays based on “The
Gathering: Collected Oral Histories of the
Irish in Montana” and an in-depth look at
our new human biomechanics laboratory.
I am sure these stories will ignite your
imagination as much as they do mine.
Over the past several years, we have worked to grow the research and creative scholarship enterprise at UM and to
demonstrate the value of those activities to the residents of the state of Montana and beyond. We continue on our
path to become one of the nation’s top-tier research universities — a Carnegie Foundation Research Very High Activity
institution.
You probably noticed the Blackstone LaunchPad Montana announcement on July 19 in Helena. The Blackstone
Charitable Foundation’s three-year, $2 million grant will establish a partnership between UM, Montana State University
and Headwaters RC&D to encourage students and alumni to nurture entrepreneurship with the goal of producing
sustainable companies. Blackstone LaunchPad has the potential to generate some 150 new ventures in Montana during
the next five years and is part of our increased efforts at entrepreneurship and economic development.
UM also is working much more closely with the Office of the Commissioner of Higher Education, the state Board
of Regents and the Governor’s Office to use the connection between graduate education, research and economic
development to enhance business opportunities in our region.
Finally, we are striving to increase public awareness of the great scholarship and creativity demonstrated by our students
and faculty. In addition to Vision magazine and our Research View newsletter, we now distribute “Glimpse” emails on
campus to highlight research accomplishments of our students and faculty members. Working with University Relations,
we also now subscribe to EurekaAlert!, an online science news service used by writers worldwide to discover the great
work being done by research institutions. The system is for science news and also alerts campus science writers when
their university scientists are featured in major journals such as Science or Nature. The service started in June and
already has resulted in numerous national stories about UM research. In addition, you can learn about UM research
efforts on Facebook (www.facebook.com/umtresearch) and Twitter (www.twitter.com/umtresearch).

We have many exciting research and creative scholarship stories to share here at UM, so read on!

V

						Scott Whittenburg
						
UM Vice President for Research and Creative Scholarship
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QUICK LOOKS
Phase 3 Science Funding a First for Montana
For the first time
ever, a Center for
Biomedical Research
Excellence (COBRE) at
a Montana university
has been granted a
Phase 3 award from
the National Institutes
of Health.
The $5 million,
five-year, Institutional
Development Award
went to the Center
for Environmental
Health Sciences at the
University of Montana.
Part of UM’s College of
Health Professions and
Biomedical Sciences,
CEHS employs about
50 people who study
environmental impacts on human health.
“It’s gratifying to be the first COBRE center
in Montana to earn a Phase 3 award,” Director
Andrij Holian says. “At each stage these
awards get more competitive and harder to
get. This outcome is a direct result of the
high level of science being conducted by our
investigators.”
The COBRE program was established
to support multidisciplinary biomedical
research centers and science infrastructure
in states that historically have had low levels
of NIH funding. UM has two COBRE centers,
and Montana State University has two
as well.
Holian says most investigators at his center
study inflammation in some way. The 17
faculty researchers associated with CEHS
examine everything from pulmonary and
cardiovascular diseases to autoimmune
diseases and developmental defects. Libby

Andrij Holian

asbestos and the effects of wood smoke on
human health are just two examples of center
research topics.
The center launched in 2000 when Holian
was recruited to UM from the University
of Texas, Houston. U.S. Sen. Max Baucus
helped support CEHS with an initial federal
appropriation, and the center landed its first
$10 million COBRE award in 2002. Phase 2,
also $10 million, followed in 2007. Phase 3 was
awarded this past summer.
“I think the important thing here is how
much this effort has enriched the scientific
infrastructure for the entire campus,” Holian
says. “We have purchased equipment and
provided resources that no one investigator
alone could afford. Now more than half of the
investigators using our equipment are from
outside the center.”
For more information visit http://cehsweb.
health.umt.edu.

Scientist Earns Army
Grant to Develop
Drug for Traumatic
Brain Injuries
The U.S. Army has awarded UM
researcher Dave Poulsen a $1 million
grant to further develop a drug that limits
damage caused by traumatic brain injuries.
Researchers in his lab have shown that
low doses of methamphetamine given to
rodents within 12 hours after a traumatic
brain injury or stroke significantly reduce
brain damage and impairment. The Army
grant will advance preclinical development
studies of the drug in preparation for Phase
I/II human clinical trials.
“The military eventually wants a drug that
can be administered to soldiers exposed to
blast-force energy waves from explosions
such as those experienced by soldiers in
Iraq and Afghanistan,” says Poulsen, a
research professor in UM’s Department of
Biomedical and Pharmaceutical Sciences.
“Such therapies would be applied within
hours of exposure to a significant blast.”
Poulsen
already had
earned a $1.5
million Army
grant in 2011
to determine
the lowest
effective dose
and therapeutic
window that the drug can be administered
following a severe traumatic brain injury.
The award also examined the potential for
low-dose methamphetamine to prevent or
reduce post-traumatic epilepsy.

UM Science Enterprise Rakes in Research Funds
Times remain tough for the nation’s research universities, with a general reduction in federal research
funding coupled with a loss of stimulus funding and sequestration.
“Here at UM we saw a decline of 3.6 percent in research expenditures, from $61.5 million in 2012 to $59.3
million in 2013,” says Scott Whittenburg, UM vice president for research and creative scholarship. “But our
decline was considerably less than most research universities nationwide. Our people did excellent work
competing for the available research dollars.”
The five individuals with the highest expenditures for fiscal year 2013 were:
• Stephen Sprang, Center for Biomedical Structure and Dynamics, $2.2 million.
• Donald Loranger, Defense Critical Language and Culture Program, $2 million.
• Ric Hauer, Montana Institute on Ecosystems, $1.9 million.
• Richard van den Pol, Institute for Educational Research and Service, $1.7 million.
• Kathleen Laurin, Rural Institute Community Services and Supports, $1.4 million.
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Q UICK L OOKS
University Plans New Cyber Lab

UM Science Leader
Grund Retires
Vernon Grund, a key figure in the sustained
growth and success of UM’s College of Health
Professions and Biomedical Sciences, retired
in December after 21 years at the University.
Grund earned his pharmacology doctorate
from the University of Minnesota Medical
School in 1974, worked at two universities
and then in 1992 was hired to chair UM’s
Department of Biomedical and Pharmaceutical
Sciences. Combining his talents with Dean
David Forbes, Grund helped grow the number
of research-active faculty and research funding
to the point where the Skaggs School of
Pharmacy ranked fifth in the nation among
more than 100 pharmacy schools in NIH
funding in 2004, with more than $10 million in
annual research funding. When Grund stepped
down as chairman in 2008, the school
continued to rank in the top 10.
Grund retires as assistant to the vice
president for research and development/
health sciences and associate dean for
research and graduate education. He wore
many hats at the college over the years,
including interim dean.
“I feel I’ve remained committed to the
evolution of basic as well as clinical and
translational research at UM, despite
the lack of a medical school or research
hospital in Montana,” Grund says. “One of
the highlights for me was the completion
of the 60,000-square-foot Skaggs Building
Biomedical Research Facility and Science
Learning Complex addition in 2007 — a project
I worked on for over five years.”
Among his many accomplishments, Grund
served on three research institute boards: the
International Heart Institute (1999-2006), the
Montana Neuroscience Institute (2003-13)
and the Montana Cancer Institute (2005-13).
He remains on the MCI board, which recently
recognized him for “vision, leadership and
commitment as cofounder and board chair.”
Grund recently worked with Reed Humphrey,
chair of the School of Physical Therapy and
Rehabilitation Science, to develop UM’s new
Neural Injury Center. He also helped found
spectrUM Discovery Area, which makes
science fun for kids, and helped facilitate the
opening of a new spectrUM site in downtown
Missoula this summer.

The University plans to create a new Cyber Innovation Laboratory in collaboration with state
technology companies. The new facility will train students in cybersecurity and using so-called
“big data” to search for patterns that solve real-world problems using massive datasets.
The lab initially will be outfitted using donations from Montana technology companies. The
state’s entire U.S. congressional delegation has voiced support for the UM initiative.
Curricula will be designed for use with the lab, and UM
officials envision new certificate and degree offerings
involving cybersecurity, big data and assurance, which
involves safety, security and compliance.
“The Cyber Innovation Laboratory at UM will be a place
where students are given real-world experience and learn
the technical skills that employees require in this dynamic
and growing industry,” UM President Royce Engstrom says.
The lab will train students in vulnerability assessment,
in which they are taught how to identify weaknesses in
information systems. In an isolated, secure laboratory,
students will learn how hackers penetrate computer
systems in order to help companies better protect
themselves from hostile data breaches. Students also will study digital forensic analysis,
studying evidence from data breaches to better track down hackers.
UM Provost Perry Brown says the four major components of big data are analytics,
infrastructure, cybersecurity and mobility. He says UM researchers such as Regents Professor
Steve Running already use massive datasets from environmental satellites to study
ecological and climate changes across the globe, and big data are used frequently in political
and business analyses.
“The Cyber Lab at UM is an exciting example of how we can build a world-class cyber and big
data educational program right here in Montana,” says U.S. Rep. Steve Daines, who serves on
the House Homeland Security Subcommittee on Cybersecurity. “This program at UM will help
ensure that we produce a top-notch labor pool to serve those businesses and help Montana’s
technology sector grow.”
Brown says this new effort represents a logical outgrowth of UM’s commitment to
technology educational and research programs. Working in collaboration with the IBM’s
Academic Initiative, the University already boasts a national, first-of-its-kind undergraduate
course in stream computing, allowing students to learn real-time analytical skills in
mathematics, computer science and business process optimization. UM also recently
received a National Science Foundation grant of nearly $500,000 to improve the University’s
cyberinfrastructure.
In addition, UM’s Department of Mathematical Sciences offered a big data analytics
course this semester, and Missoula College faculty members are developing a proposal for a
cybersecurity certificate.

UM in Top 25 Percent of Universities
Worldwide for Scholarly Citations
UM recently was ranked in the top 300
universities worldwide, but one factor of
that ranking stands out: UM is in the top
25 percent of universities for the scholarly
accomplishments of its faculty.
In the Times Higher Education World
University Rankings, UM scored a 74.6 for
citations of research and creative scholarship.
Last year, UM scored a 72.1 in that area
and was ranked in the top 28 percent of
universities worldwide.
“A high ranking of the number of citations of
UM faculty research and creative scholarship
— and that the ranking is improving — is
Vision 2013
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particularly noteworthy,”
says Scott Whittenburg,
UM vice president for
research and creative
scholarship. “The
citation index confirms that our faculty members
and researchers present results of the highest
quality on topics of vital interest to the scientific
and broader community.”
UM’s overall ranking in the report falls in
the 276-300 section. The university’s score is
determined by data on teaching, international
outlook, industry income, research and
citations.

Q UICK L OOKS
UM Professor Honored with Prestigious
2013 Aldo Leopold Award
The American Society of Mammalogists this year awarded UM
Wildlife Biology Professor and Craighead Chair Joel Berger the
2013 Aldo Leopold Conservation Award.
The award honors well-established individuals who have made
lasting contributions to the conservation of mammals and their
habitats.
Berger has addressed research questions about mammalian
ecology and conservation in natural systems at wide-ranging
geographic scales in Asia, Africa and North America. This award
recognizes his broad scope of work, which includes social
behavior and ecology of wild horses; behavioral and demographic
consequences of horn removal in African rhinos; effects of
predator reintroduction on the ecology of prey species and on the
structure of vertebrate communities; long-distance migration by
mammals and conservation of their migration corridors; effects of climate change in the Arctic
on demography and persistence of musk oxen; and conservation of large mammals in Bhutan,
Tibet and Mongolia.
“In each of these systems, our recipient and his collaborators have combined traditional
approaches and novel field manipulations that facilitate stronger inferences about both
fundamental and applied ecological topics,” stated the American Society of Mammalogists in
their award announcement. “Dr. Berger also has engaged in capacity building in these projects
through efforts with local conservation organizations, education and training for local scientists
and students and advising for governmental agencies.”
In 2002, ASM created the award, which is named after Aldo Leopold, the “father” of wildlife
ecology and management, who is well-known for his famous land ethic philosophy and his
influence on wildlife conservation, including his active membership on ASM Conservation
Committees in the 1930s.
“I am motivated by conservation and finding ways to protect our planet’s spectacular
diversity,” Berger says. “This means understanding systems and species, their challenges and
proffering solutions.”

New Study Reveals High CO2 Uptake
Capacity of Tropical Forests
Plants take in and store carbon dioxide
as they grow. As the amount of CO2 in the
atmosphere increases, leading to rising
temperatures and other climatic changes,
researchers want to know if plant growth
can keep pace with and take up more of
this new CO2.
To grow faster, plants also need
nutrients such as nitrogen and
phosphorous in balance with the amount of new CO2. New research led by Cory Cleveland, a UM
professor of terrestrial biogeochemistry, examines where plants might be expected to grow more
based on access to nutrients.
The study found that new sources of nitrogen are most available for plants in tropical rain forests
but that phosphorus availability is low across the globe. Cleveland and his co-authors used satellite
data to track plant production and the balance of carbon, nitrogen and phosphorous.
“Our global, satellite-based calculation allowed us to examine patterns of nutrient demand and
cycling over a large scale,” Cleveland says. “This helped us pinpoint tropical forest ecosystems
as those with the ability to increase plant productivity in response to other changes in the
environment, at least from a nutrient-cycling perspective. We also saw that forests outside
the tropics have much more limited ability to grow more due to low inputs of new nitrogen and
phosphorous relative to plant demands.”
Cleveland and co-authors from five institutions worked on the paper “Patterns of New Versus
Recycled Primary Production in the Terrestrial Biosphere,” which was published July 15 in the
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences.
Vision 2013
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Woman Leaves
Legacy for Osprey
Research
Last summer, UM osprey researchers
honored a member of the osprey-cam
community by naming two chicks reared
in the Hellgate nest near campus in
memory of cyber-community Friends of
the Osprey founder Peggy Taylor Miles.
The chicks were named Taylor and Miles.
Internet sensations Iris and Stanley,
adult osprey mates, captured the
attention of thousands of viewers
from around the world thanks to a
high-resolution camera installed by
UM researchers. UM’s Department of
Geosciences hosts the camera, and the
Cornell Lab of Ornithology hosts the feed
so viewers worldwide can watch these
iconic birds.
Taylor Miles
was one of
those viewers,
and she
helped start
the Facebook
group Friends
of the Osprey.
After a battle
with ovarian
cancer, Taylor
Photo by Erick Greene
Miles died in
March.
“Peggy was a remarkable woman,” UM
principal investigators for Project Osprey
Erick Greene and Heiko Langner wrote
on the Osprey Cam Facebook page. “She
was dedicated to conservation and caring
for our world.”
After she passed, her family asked that
donations be made in her honor to the
Montana Osprey Project — the UM-based
research project in which the nest cams
help researchers observe the birds to
learn more about their habits and also
study the way mercury moves through the
food chain in the Clark Fork River basin.
“We were flooded with donations, many
from the tight-knit cyber-community that
began with a Facebook page,” Greene
says.
Taylor Miles’ legacy will live on with the
Peggy Taylor Miles Memorial Fund, which
was established with the UM Foundation
to help sustain research and education
on ospreys and aquatic systems. To
learn more, visit http://cas.umt.edu/
geosciences/osprey/donate.php.

Q UICK L OOKS
UM Departments Collaborate to Create Artistic River Sounds Experience
UM students and faculty
collaborated across disciplines last
spring to create a multimedia piece
featuring narration, computer music,
dance and animation that artistically
translates how the sounds of the rivers
influence waterway ecosystems.
“Sounds of Rivers: Stone Drum,”
showcased in the annual UM “Dance
in Concert” production, illustrates
how science and fine arts can come
together to document valuable
A scene from the May
research and tell a compelling story.
“Dance
in Concert”
UM Flathead Lake Biological
production
Station Associate Professor Mark
Lorang records the sounds of rivers in
Montana as part of his geomorphology
or the flow hydraulics.”
research. The natural symphony of sounds,
Lorang and Stephen Kalm, dean of the UM
which serve as a guide and map for the
College of Visual and Performing Arts, started
ecosystems surrounding waterways, appeals to
a dialogue about the artistic potential for his
a greater human desire to understand rivers in
research. When composer and former UM
a personal way.
School of Music Associate Professor Charles
“I think everybody wants to relate to rivers,”
Nichols got involved, the project really took off.
Lorang says. “What they sound like, what
The final product was a breathtaking
they look like, what’s underneath. There’s
multimedia show featuring computer music
been poetry written about babbling brooks for
composed by Nichols; poetry written by
thousands of years. There’s more interest in a
renowned local poet Mark Gibbons and
river than the physics of the sediment transport

Entrepreneurship Program Launched
in Montana by Blackstone Foundation
The Blackstone Charitable Foundation has expanded its campus
entrepreneurship program, Blackstone LaunchPad, to Montana. A $2 million
grant announced last summer will establish a partnership between UM,
Montana State University and Headwaters RC&D to introduce entrepreneurship
as a viable career option and provide students with a network of venture
coaches and entrepreneurial support to transform new ideas into sustainable
companies.
With a physical
presence at UM and
MSU, Blackstone
LaunchPad has the
potential to generate
150 new ventures in Montana over the next five years. The program is modeled
after a successful program developed at the University of Miami in 2008, which
has generated 1,413 business proposals, created 210 new jobs and drawn
nearly 2,600 participants. Each new regional program will be linked together,
drawing ideas and best practices from the existing programs, while giving
student entrepreneurs at UM and MSU access to a national community of
more than 200,000 of their peers across affiliated campuses, as well as expert
advisers.
The program will foster connections between the campus, business
community and local entrepreneurs to create an environment that nurtures
young entrepreneurs and provides them the skills and network necessary to
succeed. Unlike traditional college curricular programs available to limited
school populations, Blackstone LaunchPad is open to all students at UM and
MSU regardless of major.
Montana is the fifth Blackstone LaunchPad region, following Michigan, Ohio,
Pennsylvania and Florida.
Vision 2013
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narrated by Kalm; digital animation
by UM School of Media Arts
master’s candidate and adjunct
instructor Amber Bushnell; and
dance choreographed by UM School
of Theatre & Dance Associate
Professor Nicole Bradley Browning
and performed by student Allison
Herther.
The piece featured a complex
interconnectedness of the different
media. Nichols’ composition
combined processing of the poetry’s
text and different aspects of the
river’s sound to control the pitch,
speed and pressure of a digital violin
performance. During the show, he
performed live electric violin to correspond
with music mentioned in Gibbon’s poem. While
the sound swirled around the audience, it also
connected to Bushnell’s computer animation,
influencing the color and movement of the
images that played across a large screen and
on Herther’s flowing white gown, which spanned
the entire stage.
The grand scale of the production speaks to
the passion across campus for research and
artistic expression.

Grant to Forge Ties Between
Researchers, Private Firms
The Montana Board of Research and Commercialization
Technology was awarded a $149,000 grant last summer
to support the collaborative biomedical research and
commercial development between the UM and private
Montana companies.
The project, “Enhancement of Applied/Translational
Research in Biomedicine,” involves four UM departments
and leverages federal grant support for basic neuroscience
research at UM’s Center of Structural and Functional
Neuroscience.
The grant will support seed projects to develop, refine and
commercialize intellectual property in the private sector;
the development of incubator space for small business
innovation research projects; the maintenance of hightech, high-cost shared instrumentation as a statewide
resource; student training; and the continued promotion of
collaborative projects between CSFN researchers and the
biotech/biomedical companies in Montana.
Scientists participating in the project include those
affiliated with CSFN, emerging biotech companies in
Montana and other private-sector research entities, such as
the Montana Neuroscience Institute at St. Patrick Hospital.
The UM Department of Biomedical and Pharmaceutical
Sciences and CSFN collaborated on the grant with the UM
Office of Technology Transfer and the School of Business
Administration.

Q UICK L OOKS
Mansfield Library Acquires High-End Chaucer
Reproduction

UM Shares Grant to
Convert Beetle-Killed
Trees into Biofuel
The U.S. Department of Agriculture
announced Nov. 6 that it has awarded nearly
$10 million to an academic, industry and
government consortium to study the major
challenges in using insect-killed trees as
a sustainable feedstock for bioenergy. The
award was made by USDA’s National Institute
of Food and Agriculture.
UM will receive more than $1 million over
five years to help study the issues related to
using forest residue, including beetle-killed
trees, as a feedstock in biofuel production.
Woodam Chung, UM College of Forestry
and Conservation associate professor of
forest operations, will lead the group of
scientists studying the logistics of harvesting,
collecting and transporting underused forest
biomass to a biofuel production facility.
He and his research team, which includes
UM graduate students, will look at cost,
machine productivity, infrastructure needs,
pretreatment requirements and other factors
in getting biomass from the forests to a
facility.
He’ll develop research sites in Montana,
Idaho and Colorado to look closely at the
specifics of biomass removal as part of
timber management and forest restoration
activities.
“We’ll test a range of feedstocks for their
quality of biofuels output, perform field
studies on feedstock logistics and then
develop economic models to estimate the
cost of using those feedstocks,” Chung
says, noting that they’re looking mainly at
feedstock not destined for another timber
market and want to complement existing
forest product industry.
Beth Covitt, research assistant professor
in UM’s Environmental Studies Program
and a project co-principal investigator,
will collaborate with the education team.
Education activities derived from the project
will reach K-12 students and teachers
and university students. The education
team will develop middle- and high schoollevel science units related to biomass,
carbon cycling and human energy systems.

UM students and faculty
conducting research on
Chaucer’s “The Canterbury
Tales” have an exceptional
new resource available
through the Maureen and
Mike Mansfield Library. The
library recently acquired
a detailed facsimile of the
Ellesmere Manuscript, a
beautiful, illuminated edition
produced in the early 15th
century.
The manuscript, originally
The Ellesmere Manuscript facsimile
commissioned by an
UM English Professor Ashby Kinch, who
unknown artistic patron
teaches British literature and the Chaucer
between 1400 and 1405, now resides
seminars, says the original manuscript was
at the Huntington Library in San Marino,
produced by 10 to 12 people.
Calif. The Mansfield Library purchased the
“One scribe, speculatively identified
limited-edition, deluxe facsimile for $8,000,
as Adam Pynkhurst, wrote the entire
supported by donations to the library’s
manuscript,” Kinch says. “But all of the other
Archives & Special Collections Department in
major design components would have been
memory of Mabelle Hardy, the library’s Lucia
executed by other people. Three different
B. Mirrielees Fund and the Friends of the
limners — or border artists — worked on the
Davidson Honors College Opportunity Fund.
Ellesmere, and at least three portrait artists;
The facsimile allows students and
but somebody also had to supervise the
researchers to engage with the most
work, including preparing the parchment from
important manuscript of “The Canterbury
calfskin, ruling the pages and designing the
Tales” in a form that reflects the original as
page.”
closely as possible. Combining the best of
Students taking an honors seminar in
the old and the new, the facsimile features
Chaucer autumn semester already have
high-resolution photographic reproduction
viewed the manuscript, which is the newest
supplemented by authentic 24-karat-gold
addition to the library’s surprisingly robust
letter gilding to emulate the look and feel of
collection of Chauceriana.
the medieval manuscript.

UM Named a Top-50 College for Advancing
Women in Science, Technology, Math Careers
The Online College Database recently ranked UM 43rd on its “50 Colleges Advancing Women in
STEM” list. UM offers 66 science, technology and math programs, and the 450 women enrolled in
them make up 56 percent of STEM students.
The list identifies public, fully accredited higher education institutions that graduate a high
number of women in science, technology, engineering and mathematics fields and successfully
encourage female students’ participation in a variety of STEM programs. UM is the only Montana
university on the list.
“This listing in the top 50 colleges nationwide is a testament to the high quality of our science,
mathematics and technology programs at UM, and it is extra special since we do not have
undergraduate engineering programs, which are a major factor for many of the other universities
on the list,” says UM Provost Perry Brown. “We are proud of the many female students who have
chosen to pursue degrees in the STEM fields, and to do it in the challenging programs we have at
UM.”
View the full list online at http://www.onlinecollegesdatabase.org/50-colleges-advancingwomen-in-stem/. The Online College Database uses demographic information from the Integrated
Post-Secondary Education Data System when compiling its rankings. Data includes college majors,
enrollment status, financial aid awarded, race, ethnicity, gender and more.
For more information call Brown at 406-243-4689 or email perry.brown@mso.umt.edu. V
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Glacier Park Science

UM works to solve mysteries in one of nature’s finest laboratories

By Deborah Richie

S

trolling down from a
boulder field, a mountain goat leads her
fuzzy white kid toward a family of hikers
approaching Hidden Lake Overlook, a
favorite destination in Glacier National
Park. The goats graze wildflowers while
children exclaim at the magnificent
beasts. Within a few minutes, a larger
billy goat romps across the trail and
enters a cluster of subalpine fir trees.
“That’s unusual behavior for mountain
goats,” says Wesley Sarmento, a
graduate student working with UM
wildlife biology Professor Joel Berger to
track goat-human interactions in the
Logan Pass area. Typically, goats stick
to vertical cliffs, avoid trees and group
together. Clearly, these are animals of a
different nature.
“The goats are looking for salt, and
they find it where people have peed
behind trees,” the wiry redhead tells me
with an easy grin. “But we think there’s
something else going on, too.”

Sarmento is testing a hypothesis
that people offer goats a predatorfree buffer that’s safe from grizzly
bears, wolves, mountain lions and
wolverines. To compare behaviors,
he observes habituated goats and
remote populations. A few days after
we meet in mid-August, he and Berger
would start a new phase of the threeto six-year study, trapping and placing
radio collars on goats to learn more
about their survival and movements.
As familiar as mountain goats appear
to Glacier’s hikers, they are one of the
least known large mammals in North
America.
As Sarmento and I watch, the
goat leads her kid up the main trail.
Following close on their heels is a
young man snapping photos. He
suddenly steps between the mother
and her baby violating a new park
rule that people remain at least 25
yards from wildlife. The goat pauses
Vision 2013
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and stares back at him. Her black horns
are sharp. Her shoulders are muscular
and hooves are big. Three years earlier,
a male goat killed a hiker in Olympic
National Park. Here, the mother tolerates
the intruder, who finally backs away.
Since 1932, the year the Going-tothe-Sun Road opened, humans and
goats have mingled at Logan Pass
without tragic consequences. Yet visitor
use on day trails has skyrocketed in the
past two decades. At peak hours, one
goat might encounter 400 people an
hour on the Hidden Lake trail, or one
person about every 10 seconds.
The National Park Service
has directed funds linked to the
reconstruction of the Going-to-the-Sun
Road to better manage goats and learn
more about the animals, which are icons
for climate change. They’re as white as
the melting snow and have nowhere
higher to climb to escape warming
temperatures. Park scientists estimate

Bowman Lake in Glacier’s Livingston Range
(Photo by Susie and Rick Graetz)

the park’s glaciers will vanish in coming
decades.
Mountain goat research is one of
several compelling UM research projects
underway that benefit the park and
address challenges — from climate
change to conserving Glacier’s pristine
qualities with 2 million visitors per
year. Currently, UM researchers track
harlequin ducks in McDonald Creek,
unearth mysteries revealed by shrinking
ice patches and study people’s use
patterns and behavior.

“Glacier has
everything

going from a
conservation and research perspective,”
says Wayne Freimund, chair of UM’s
Department of Society and Conservation.
He rattles off a list of superlatives – first
peace park, a world heritage site, a
biosphere reserve, three international

Humans interact with
mountain goats on a
regular basis on the
Hidden Lake trail near
Logan Pass in Glacier
National Park.
(Photo by Wesley Sarmento)

designations and jewel of the Crown of
the Continent ecosystem.
Freimund heads up a major visitoruse study on the Going-to-the-Sun
corridor that dates to 2005, two years
before the National Park Service
started a shuttle bus service and began
a 10-year undertaking to restore the
Vision 2013
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famed scenic road linking east and west
entrances. With the construction comes
research dollars to help the park alleviate
potential impacts from the disturbance.
UM students monitor road and shuttle
use and parking areas, and in 2011 they
added counters on 15 trails. Their data
show the transit system is highly popular,

UM graduate student Warren Hansen investigates a
hidden harlequin duck nest in Glacier National Park.
(Photo by Jeremy Roberts, http://conservationmedia.com)
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with demand sometimes exceeding
availability. Trail use also is on the rise
— especially day hikes served by the
shuttle that make it possible to start
at one trailhead and end at another.
In 1988, some 1,800 people hiked
the Granite Park path from the Loop
trailhead over a summer season. Now
in June and July alone, 15,000 people
walked that same stretch. Beyond
the numbers, Freimund’s students
interview visitors to learn why they
come to the park and what they care
about most.
“People have profound connections
to Glacier National Park,” Freimund
says. Some contemplate changing
their jobs after experiencing the alpine
beauty. They value the wildness and an
emblem of the park, the mountain goat.
That’s why Sarmento is not the only UM
researcher following goats this summer.
Graduate student Sara Markegard is
on Logan Pass, too, tracking people’s
response to the goats. Both studies
will help the Park Service manage for a
positive wildlife viewing experience that
protects the goats.

Some 30
miles west

and far
down the valley along Going-to-the-Sun
Road, UM graduate student Warren
Hansen pursues harlequin ducks in
the swift glacial currents of McDonald
Creek. Harlequins are sea ducks
that winter in the Pacific and breed
inland on mountain streams. Their
special habitat needs, combined with
a low reproductive rate compared to
other ducks, make them vulnerable
to disruption and climate change.
A quarter of the estimated 150 to
200 pairs in Montana nest on upper
McDonald Creek. Despite monitoring
the birds since 1991, the Park Service
never had officially documented an
actual nest.
Hansen’s master’s degree project
began in 2011 to solve a mystery:

Why, in 2010, were no chicks observed
on McDonald Creek? Was it human
disturbance from the road or visitors
on the creek? Flooding during nest
season? Park Service biologist Lisa
Bate secured funds from the Goingto-the-Sun construction for Hansen
to tackle the question and examine
factors that are critical to reproductive
success.
In three seasons, Hansen and
his team have discovered 10 wellconcealed nests, tucked under tree
branches and moss. Field assistant
Alaina Strehlow chalked up another first
when she identified one of Glacier’s
wintering ducks bobbing in the ocean
within view of the Seattle Space
Needle.
After a season of trapping, radiocollaring and monitoring ducks and
water levels, Hansen will spend his
winter in the lab examining feathers
collected from the birds. He will
measure a glucocorticoid hormone
called corticosterone, applying cuttingedge technology under the tutelage
of his faculty adviser, Creagh Breuner,
a UM wildlife biology professor. She
studies the role glucocorticoids play in
regulating physiology and reproduction
when saving energy in the face of
stress.
On a pleasant late August afternoon,
I walk with Hansen and Strehlow across
a footbridge over the cascades of
McDonald Creek. Hansen is tall and
friendly with engaging blue eyes and an
infectious enthusiasm for harlequins.
Strehlow is fresh from college and
working in Missoula at the Watershed
Education Network. She’s tan and
strong from the long field season
clambering through brush, trees and
over rocks along the creek and its
tributaries.
We head downstream on a busy
trail, passing visitors basking on
streamside rocks below, until we reach
an unpopulated stretch of creek.
Strehlow points to the chocolate brown
female duck and her three similarly
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plumaged juveniles dabbling in an eddy
for aquatic insects. A dash of white
on their heads helps me spot them,
but they’re admirably camouflaged.
Soon, another female with four young
shows up, swimming powerfully in the
whitewater. The flashy males that give
the birds their namesake have already
departed for the coast.
“We banded those two families a few
days ago,” Hansen tells me. “But see
that female on the closest rock? Paul
Hendricks banded her in 2004 for the
Montana Natural Heritage Program.
They’re long-lived birds. One of the
ducks we track is 17 years old.”
It’s a group effort to capture
harlequins and then secure leg bands,
take measurements, feather samples
and attach tiny radio-tracking devices
on select birds. Many workers are
volunteers with extensive wildlife
backgrounds. To catch the birds, they
unfurl a mist net across the creek.
Sometimes kayakers herd low-flying
ducks downriver into the nets. As far as
cracking the 2010 case of the missing
chicks, Hansen has a pile of data (and
feathers) to sort through before he’s
ready to come forward with his answer.

Meanwhile
on the high
snowfields

, a team of
anthropologists from UM, local tribes
and three other universities recently
answered one of Glacier’s lingering
questions. Were bison ever in the park,
and at high elevations? The answer is
yes, and the 1,000-year-old skull and
bones are there to prove it, uncovered
as large ice patches dwindle in today’s
rapidly warming climate.
Pei-Lin Yu is a cultural specialist
with the National Park Service’s UMbased Rocky Mountains Cooperative
Ecosystems Study Unit. Trained as an
archaeologist and specializing in hunting
and gathering peoples, she’s taken a
keen interest in melting ice patches.

An ancient bison skull recovered
from beneath a receding ice patch
in Glacier National Park.
(Photo by Pei-Lin Yu)

Why study an ice patch instead of a
glacier? She explains that glaciers flow
in slow motion, with shearing forces that
would pulverize artifacts and bones.
In contrast, ice patches are stationary.
For thousands of years, Glacier’s ice
and snowfields served as magnets for
wildlife to cool off in summer, find new
grass at the edges and seek refuge from
annoying bugs. Naturally, where wildlife
gathers, so would hunters seeking
game.
When Yu received a funding call for
National Park Service climate change
projects in 2010, she saw the potential
for a field study that would involve the
Blackfeet Nation and the Confederated
Salish and Kootenai Tribes, ancestral
stewards of the park. The idea soon
coalesced into a plan. Researchers
from the tribes, as well as universities in
Wyoming, Colorado and Arizona, crafted
the winning proposal to investigate
Glacier’s ice patches for ancient
artifacts and naturally deposited organic
items such as wood.
“Then we sat down together with tribal
historic preservation officers over coffee
and doughnuts and started developing
a protocol for field discoveries,” she
says. “A representative from each tribe
would be present in the field and make
the decision right there how to treat an
artifact. They might respectfully remove
it or leave it in place.”

Now in its third field season,
the tribal members and university
scientists set a brutal pace over steep
terrain far from the beaten path. This
kind of study cannot be leisurely. Once
long-frozen wood or bone artifacts are
exposed, they deteriorate quickly.
In 2012, the team uncovered the
ancient bison skull mingled with bones
of mountain goats and bighorn sheep.
In this case, it appeared the bison
died naturally with no signs of hunting.
While they have yet to find cultural
artifacts, other ice patch revelations
include wood from a yew tree that
dates to 5,300 years ago, suggesting
alpine rock fields were once lush
forests. Scientists have documented
similar finds indicative of past climatic
warming in Yellowstone and Rocky
Mountain national parks.

I delighted in seeing mountain goats
so close I could see the details of their
shaggy white coats, inquisitive faces and
spongy hooves adapted for cliff climbing.
Spending time with passionate graduate
students who live and breathe harlequin
ducks and mountain goats renewed
my hope for the future and pride in my
University.
Glacier has it all — especially when
paired with UM professors and programs
that could not be more integral to
conserving the nature and integrity of
the Northern Rockies. V
Photo by Deborah Richie

Whether
delving into
the past

or pursuing
mountain goats, harlequin ducks and
visitors, UM and park researchers
couldn’t ask for a more spectacular
natural laboratory and outdoor
classroom. Less than three hours from
Missoula, Glacier National Park has
long been a destination for college field
trips and studies.
“The opportunities to learn are far
in excess from what we know about
Glacier National Park,” Berger says.
“The research is important but so is
education. Ultimately, we fail if we don’t
have an advocate for the resources.”
UM now manages a Crown of the
Continent Initiative (http://crown.umt.
edu/) to share research and education
that folds Glacier National Park within
a 13-million-acre ecosystem, running
250 miles north and south along the
Continental Divide, and embracing the
Bob Marshall, Scapegoat and Great
Bear wilderness areas.
After my weekend visit during high
season, I confess to falling in love with
Glacier National Park all over again.
Vision 2013
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Perpetual Motion

UM researcher Matt Bundle
(left) works with exercise
science grad students Tyler
Gallo (center) and Riley
Shaw on an experiment
using a custom-built knee
extension odometer.

With a new lab, UM’s Matthew Bundle continues
to innovate in biomechanics field
By Chad Dundas

The platform doesn’t look like much.
Just a piece of metal and plastic a
little bit bigger than a bathroom scale
— plenty wide enough to stand on but
still so small and portable that it fits
inside a normal airline carry-on bag. It
has no visible buttons or lights, just a
smooth silver body with a squat black
box protruding from the front.
But, oh, the things it can do.
“With its accuracy, it’s one of a kind,”
says UM Associate Professor Matthew
Bundle as he briefly steps up onto the
platform to demonstrate how it’s used.
Bundle is conducting a quick tour
of his newly finished, 3,000-squarefoot biomechanics laboratory in the
basement of the Phyllis J. Washington
Education Center. Now complete and
fully operational, the lab qualifies as
one of campus’ hidden gems. With its
cutting-edge equipment, giving Bundle
the ability to conduct experiments
and take measurements few other
facilities in the country can match,

the lab not only advances research
efforts, it elevates the University’s ability
to compete for grants and makes UM
that much more attractive to enterprise
dollars.
Hence, the platform.

s
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You might not know it at first glance,
but the device Bundle stands on may
one day be at the forefront of how
medical personnel diagnose and
grade different kinds of head trauma,
including concussions in the field.
How does it work, exactly? Think of it
as a really, really high-tech version of
following the doctor’s penlight with your
eyes. The platform is a force plate that
measures tiny changes in posture that
are too small to detect by eye or with
a camera. The emerging consensus
from clinicians and scientists working
with concussion-type injuries is that
the most promising way to determine
injury severity is through motor-related
testing. That’s exactly what Bundle’s
force plate measures, except instead
of having its subject stand on one foot
and touch their nose, it quickly and
accurately spools out heaps of highquality data to a nearby laptop.
“We could show up at Maggotfest —
the rugby tournament they hold here

in Missoula — throw down a piece of
plywood and in a minute be ready to
take the kinds of measurements that
you would only get at research-grade
clinics,” he says.
The platform is mobile enough to
transport easily to the sideline of a
football game or ringside at a boxing
match or, as Bundle points out,
the trunk of a police car to be used
during traffic stops. The key for the
implementation of this technology will
be understanding why the body moves
in the ways that it does, and that’s
where the unique features of Bundle’s
lab comes in.

P

lanning the construction in the
space began as soon as Bundle
arrived at UM two years ago. He
already had garnered recognition for his
work in the widely publicized study of
South African double-amputee sprinter
Oscar Pistorius, and was anxious to
continue and expand on that work at
Montana. Almost immediately he began
working with Facilities Services and a
local architectural firm to transform a
storage room in the basement of the
new education college building into a
state-of-the-art facility. The process,
while lengthy, went mostly smoothly,
though Bundle says it would not have
been completed without the leadership
of UM President Royce Engstrom and
the late Bob Duringer, vice president for
administration and finance.
“I think what we did was put together
a facility that we can be very proud
of and one that serves the needs
of both the research efforts that we
undertake and the teaching mission
that this space satisfies,” Bundle
says. “There are a number of different
techniques that we’ve put in place
here that are new to the campus and,
when everything is fully activated, are
replicated in only a couple of different
places around the world. So we’re
excited about what we can do here.”
It’s not as though the basement room
was highly sought-after when Bundle

found it. Normally, a windowless,
concrete room wouldn’t make a very
inviting classroom, but it’s perfect for
his purposes. When you’re running
sensitive studies on athletes who have
been known to exert forces against the
ground that are five times their own
body weight with every step, being in
a room where the floor won’t vibrate
is essential, even if it means spending
most of your workday underground.
“I almost feel it’s a little bit like being
in a casino sometimes,” Bundle jokes,
about the lab’s boxy but well-lit interior.
“You come outside and you’re like, ‘Oh,
it rained, or it snowed, or it’s not light
out anymore.’”

J

ust to the left of the concussion
force plate is the high-speed
treadmill, which runs up to 35
mph and allows Bundle and his team
to log what he describes as “more
footfalls than we could analyze in a
year within about 20 minutes.” Near
the middle of the room is another set
of plates, these ones embedded into
the floor, which are used to measure
the amount of force a subject produces
while taking a step. A couple of large,
overstuffed backpacks lean against one
wall, and on the opposite side of the
room there is a standard ultrasound
machine — like you might find in any
cardiologist’s office. The adjoining
conference room has glass walls, on
which numerous scientific formulas are
scribbled in dry erase marker.
Aside from his research into
concussions, Bundle has two other
ongoing major projects. One, which
he works on alongside a student with
a small grant from NASA, involves
the study of how muscle becomes
impaired during physical activity. In
part, that includes trying to determine
how the central nervous system
detects fatigue in working tissue and
then communicates with the muscular
system to compensate for it. An
offshoot of this research may reveal
better ways to treat age-related muscle
Vision 2013
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A hidden gem: Three
graduate students and 11
undergrads work in the
Bundle biomechanics lab in
the basement of the Phyllis J.
Washington Education Center.

and bone loss, Bundle says, as well
as having applications for humans
involved in extended space flight such
as the kind seen on the International
Space Station.
“We found a very simple way to
hugely boost the amount of force that
muscle can generate and can continue
to generate,” he says, adding that the
lab currently has a paper under review
on the topic. “We’re super excited
about what those results mean and
what they mean for the basic biology
of what’s happening in the tissue. We
think this opens up the possibility for
many profound discoveries.”
The third area of Bundle’s research

focuses on the limits of human gait, as
well as the force exerted across muscle,
bone and joints during physical activity
such as walking and running. This
work contributes to the Department of
Health and Human Performance’s 50year partnership with the U.S. Forest
Service, as Bundle explores ways to
lessen the physical burdens put on
smokejumpers, who often are called
upon to parachute into remote areas
to fight fires before hiking out carrying
massive amounts of gear.
“Those guys can be carrying over a
hundred pounds in their backpacks, no
trails. I mean, it’s outrageous what they
can do,” he says. “We’re excited to see

if there are ways that from a muscular
or an effort perspective that supporting
those loads can be improved.”
In addition to all that work, Bundle
also is in contact with the USA Track
and Field Association, as well as the
U.S. Olympic committee, looking for
ways to improve the training regimens
of American athletes. All of this work
hits very close to home for him, as he
says his interest in the biology and
physics of how the body moves was
stoked when he was the captain of
the track and cross country teams at
Harvard as an undergraduate.
Today, with his spacious, out-of-theway lab completed, Bundle continues to
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work at the tip of the spear in the field of
biomechanics. With a unique vision and
state-of-the-art facilities, his research
may well help UM keep pace with larger,
better-funded institutions from coast to
coast.
“One of the things I think we need
to continue to do at UM is to do things
better than our competitors around the
country, because we’re never going to
have the same size or the funds that
some of these bigger schools have,”
he says. “Maybe what we can do is
take what we have and use it more
effectively.” V
For more information email
matt.bundle@mso.umt.edu.

The
Planet
Hunters
N A S A grant launches UM eff ort t o disc over new w o rlds
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By Cary Shimek

T

o a certain extent, UM’s planned telescope to search for planets
around other stars can be traced to pickup basketball games a dozen
years ago at the University of California, Berkeley.
Back then, UM Associate Professor Nate McCrady was a graduate student
who regularly met with other budding astrophysicists to shoot hoops. They
would play on university courts or parks in the Berkeley Hills overlooking
campus.
And it wasn’t nerd ball. “Some of us were pretty good athletes,” McCrady
contends (perhaps a tad defensively).
Those games helped forge lifelong friendships, and a few times they were
joined by Geoff Marcy, one of their Berkeley professors and a rock star of the
astronomy world. Starting in 1995, Marcy and his research team discovered
70 of the first 100 exoplanets orbiting other stars. Their total has since risen
to more than 300.
So, sure, Marcy can find new planets. But could he play?
“He wasn’t big, but he was a good athlete,” McCrady says. “I couldn’t dunk
on him or anything. Of course, I can’t dunk on anyone.”
Marcy, a scientist pushing the boundaries of human knowledge, made
a big impression on McCrady and his friends, who eventually dispersed
to various astronomy programs across the country. Then last year, one of
the pickup players, John Johnson from Harvard, approached McCrady at a
professional conference in Texas.
Johnson knew McCrady wanted to build a new modern research
observatory for UM. He announced that he and another former pickup player,
Jason Wright at Penn State, planned to build a multi-telescope observatory
to search for exoplanets around nearby stars. Did UM want in on the game?
“I couldn’t say no to that,” McCrady says. “It was a tremendous opportunity
for UM, our students and myself. This will really get us involved in cuttingedge science, and we fully intend to add to the list of planets that have been
discovered.”

A Minerva telescope
in a specially designed
enclosure with a retractable
roof at the California
Institute of Technology

NASA/JPL-Caltech image
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he former Berkeley ballers created a project called
Minerva to hunt for rocky planets similar to the Earth
around 100 nearby stars. The project involves four
telescopes, each worth about $250,000 and owned by a
different institution. McCrady says the telescopes, each
with a 0.7-meter collecting mirror, will work together — flying
in formation — to create the power of a telescope with a
1.4-meter mirror, an instrument that would cost $7 million.
The owners are UM, Harvard, Penn State and the University
of New South Wales in Australia. Harvard and Penn State
paid for their telescopes directly, while UM received a $1.125
million NASA grant this summer through the Experimental
Program to Stimulate Competitive Research, which will fund
Montana’s telescope and three years of research. New South
Wales received funding in December.
“EPSCoR provides resources to states that normally don’t
get a lot of government funding or have universities with deep

observations. McCrady says the momentous “first light” of
observing with one of the telescopes happened at Caltech,
and he expects UM’s telescope to be delivered directly to
Arizona in the first half of next year. Observations should
start in mid-2014.
“This will be the largest research telescope that anyone
in the state of Montana has ever owned,” McCrady says.
“With the big national facilities, you apply for time, you get a
specific time, and if it rains you apply again next year. Now,
UM and our partners will have dedicated access to this
telescope 365 days a year.”
He’s especially excited that undergraduate students from
towns across Montana will join the hunt for exoplanets.
“Our students will be walking the front lines with colleagues
and students at other prestigious institutions,” McCrady
says. “It really will give our students an inroad into the world
of professional astrophysics.”

An illustration of the enclosures that will contain the
four Minerva telescopes atop Arizona’s Mount Hopkins

pockets,” McCrady says. “This was an unexpected advantage
of being in Montana.”
Harvard also funded a $1 million spectrometer that will
analyze starlight collected by the Minerva telescopes. “That’s
of course a huge benefit for us,” he says. “All I can say is,
‘Thanks, Harvard!’”
The Minerva telescopes will be placed at the Fred Lawrence
Whipple Observatory atop 8,600-foot Mount Hopkins, located
about 35 miles south of Tucson, Ariz. McCrady says Montana
is a poor location for such an observatory, with its high latitude
and weather-limited observing days.
Penn State’s telescope already has been assembled and
tested at the California Institute of Technology, home to Jon
Swift, another friend who played pickup ball at Berkeley.
Swift and his Caltech colleagues are working to roboticize
the telescopes with software that will automate Minerva

T

An illustration of the Doppler-shifted
spectrum astronomers can use to
measure the motion of a star and
possibly reveal the presence of
exoplanets

he Minerva observatory won’t image planets directly.
Instead it will detect them using the Doppler technique
that Geoff Marcy helped pioneer. (The Swiss team of
Didier Queloz and Michel Mayor are credited with finding
the first exoplanet using the Doppler technique in 1995,
scooping Marcy and partner Paul Butler by a few days.)
Scientists know that the gravity of stars tug on planets and
planets tug on their stars in return, creating a slight wobble
called reflex motion. This motion can be detected by passing
starlight through a spectrometer, which breaks the light into
prismatic lines of colors. As the star moves away from and
toward us — getting Doppler shifted — the lines move back
and forth across the spectrum. By repeatedly measuring the
starlight and the spectrum, astrophysicists can reproduce the
motion of a star.
“If there is a wobble, it’s a smoking gun,” says McCrady, an
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expert in high-resolution spectroscopy of stars. “It gives us the
mass of the planet, its distance from its star and the length of
its year.”
Finding these wobbles requires incredibly precise
measurements. A huge planet the size of Jupiter creates a
12-meter-per-second signal. For a rocky planet the size of the
Earth, the wobble is only 9 centimeters per second, which will
be below Minerva’s ability to detect. But the observatory will
find wobbles of 1 meter per second or greater, allowing them
to find worlds a few times more massive than Terra — so-called
Super Earths. Minerva can detect Earth-mass planets, but only
if they orbit close to their host stars.
NASA’s Kepler Spacecraft spent four years monitoring
more than 170,000 stars in one section of sky. McCrady says
Kepler was a statistics mission trying to discover how common
planets are in our galaxy. The results show that our Milky Way
Galaxy contains at least as many planets as it does stars,

meaning there are 100 billion to 400 billion exoplanets waiting
to be discovered.
Kepler, however, didn’t study nearby stars in our stellar
neighborhood, which is where Minerva comes in. The team
will select about 100 or so stars to monitor that are about 10
to 100 light years from Earth. Most of these stars range from
70 percent the size of our sun to slightly larger. McCrady says
much larger stars burn through their fuel more quickly, giving
potential life and evolution less time to take root. Smaller
stars are much more abundant in our neighborhood, but many
would be too faint for Minerva to work with. So the researchers
will target sun-like stars.
The Holy Grail for the Minerva scientists would be finding
rocky planets slightly larger than Earth in the “Goldilocks
Zone” — the area around each star where liquid water (and
potentially life as we understand it) is possible.

Discovering exoplanets sometimes takes years. Scientists
have discovered strange “hot Jupiters” that scream around
their suns in days, but it would take two years to discover
the Earth using the Doppler technique, even if one had an
instrument capable of finding a planet so small. The wobble
has to be repeated at least once before a planet is confirmed.
So Minerva will need more funding to find worlds with orbits
longer than two years.
“What we learned from the Kepler Mission will guide the
target list for Minerva,” McCrady says. “We anticipate finding
about 14 new planets during our three-year mission.”

I

ncredible new telescopes will become available in the
next decade. The famed Hubble Space Telescope, with
its 2.4-meter collecting mirror, likely will be supplanted by
the James Webb Space Telescope, with a 6.5-meter mirror,
in 2018. The largest Earth-based telescopes are currently
about 11 meters across, but a
30-meter behemoth is coming
UM astrophysicist
to Hawaii. These new giants
Nate McCrady
will reveal the atmospheres of
poses with the
University’s new
exoplanets, and signs of water
0.4-meter telescope
or oxygen may indicate life.
atop the Skaggs
“The time on these massive
Building..
instruments will be precious,
and they will need targets,”
McCrady says. “When Minerva
identifies planets around nearby
stars, we essentially become
a scouting mission for the next
generation of large telescopes
coming online.”
He says other scientific
teams are studying the nearby
stars that Minerva will target.
However, these teams are either using small-aperture
equipment — basically Nikon camera lenses — or they are
using the big national observatories with limited observing
time. Minerva will offer the only high-precision spectroscopic
observatory with access to the same stars every clear night of
the year.
“We are going to be doing some of the hottest science
going,” McCrady says. “When I was an undergraduate, we
knew of eight planets in our solar system and maybe 10 other
planetary systems. Now 15 years later, we know of more than
3,000 planets that have been identified.
“And we are going to find more. It’s a really exciting time to
be alive.” V
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For more information
email nate.mccrady@umontana.edu.

S TUDENT R ESEARCHER
ON THE MAP:

FINDING
MONGOLIA’S
GLACIERS
UM graduate student Caleb Pan used
satellite imagery collected over two
decades to inventory glaciers within
the Altai Mountains of Mongolia.
Working under Associate Professor
Ulrich Kamp, Pan was the first to
discover the total surface area of
glaciers in the water-restricted
country. Pan recently talked about
his graduate research project and his
interest in glaciers.

What drew you to the field of
geography?
Initially when I first came into school,
I was an accounting major. Then I
changed to a recreation management
major, and finally I took my first
geography course and immediately
switched to the discipline because it
was just so interesting. All geographers
will tell you that it began with an
obsession with maps and a curiosity for
exploration. Maps give you a window
into the world and put you in that
place.

Why do you study glaciers?
In 2009 as an undergraduate student,
I traveled to the Ecuadorian Andes to
study the relationship between glaciers
and climate. Growing up in North
Carolina, I had never seen nor walked
on a glacier before. Just being able
to walk around and climb on glaciers
was such a powerful experience — it’s
like walking on another planet. After
I graduated from Appalachian State
University, I worked for the National

Interview by
Andrea Lewis

Park Service for a while, and I was
just thinking, “How do I get back to
climbing glaciers again?” I realized that
academics were the way to do that.
I started perusing different master’s
degree programs across the country.
Eventually, I got into contact with
Ulrich Kamp at UM and told him I was
interested in studying the Andean
glaciers. The program seemed to be a
good fit, and Ulli was really receptive to
my emails and very much encouraged
me to study in the Andes. But he also
mentioned he had another project
going, which was glacier monitoring in
Mongolia.

How did your graduate research
project come about?
About a year prior to my arriving, UM’s
geography department was designated
a regional center for Mongolia for a
Global Land Ice Measurements from
Space (GLIMS) program. At my first
meeting with Ulli, I learned about the
Mongolia research project, and how the
data [from the project] would contribute
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to the regional center and GLIMS — a
program that aims to monitor the
world’s changing glaciers. Even though
I originally had set out to study in the
Andes, I was totally up for committing to
a project where I had a chance to map
all of the glaciers in Mongolia.

So, what drew you to the Mongolia
project?
I never in my life considered that I
would be an expert in Mongolian
glaciers. There were two previous
graduate students who, under Ulli’s
guidance, had worked in Mongolia’s
Altai Mountains. A big component of
me choosing the project was their
outstanding research, their influence
and support. Also, they had both
received funding to do their research
projects, so there was a high likelihood
that I also would be funded.
Though Ulli said I could go to the Andes
if I was interested, I didn’t think I would
have had as strong a group and as
collaborative a working environment as I
had [working on the Mongolia project.]

Why is mapping the glaciers in
Mongolia significant?

What are you doing with the images
from the satellites?

Mongolia is already a water-restricted
country. Glaciers hold an estimated 10
percent of the total water resources in
the country, and so that’s one reason.

Glaciers have a distinct spectral
signature, or a reflective surface value,
which helped us derive glacier outlines.
From the outlines, we can calculate
a number of different parameters.
Obviously, I determined the number of
glaciers in Mongolia, but I also found
their surface area, the aspect — the
direction the glacier faces — the average
slope and also the minimum, median
and maximum elevation of all the
glaciers.

The second reason is that today glaciers
are one of nature’s best proxies for
climate change, but the impacts of
climate change in relation to glacier
mass is highly spatially variable. For
example, in the Andes glaciers are
really influenced by maritime climates.
Mongolia has a strong continental
climate, so by studying its glaciers, we
have an opportunity to understand
impacts of continental climate on
glaciers. Mongolian glacier studies
are incredibly sparse, and before my
project we actually didn’t know the exact
number or total area of glaciers in the
region.

How did you do this work?
I used remote sensing to capture the
data. I applied for funding from multiple
sources [to travel to Mongolia,] but did
not accumulate enough funding to go. In
the world of remote sensing, we always
want to get over to the places we are
mapping to confirm our data, but that is
the huge advantage of remote sensing:
It allows us to study regions of the world
without actually being there.

I spent a lot of time creating software
tools to really wring out as much data
as possible from the images that were
available. For example, if the satellite
images were obscured by cloud cover and
that atmospheric influence was skewing
the data, I would correct the interference.
Equally important was deciding which of
the established mapping methods we
wanted to use. We found that depending
on which method you used, you would get
conflicting results.

This was a glacier monitoring project,
therefore having an extended record of
glacier change was most important. We
were able to document the changes that
transpired for all the glacier parameters
for 1990, 2000 and 2010, giving us a
glacier record of 30 years. Based on our
data and methods, we found that the
rate of glacial retreat in Mongolia was
close to 30 percent.

How is this research informing future
research?
This research provides baseline data.
The data is available to the public on
the GLIMS website. Eventually, we
want to take this data and plug it into
hydrology models to really get an idea
for the water resource potential stored
in these glaciers. That is a powerful tool
because, ultimately, it gives us a better
idea of a future outlook for the people
of Mongolia — inhabitants of an already
water-restricted region.

What are you doing now?
I graduated with my master’s degree
in May, and Ulli hired me on as a GIS
remote sensing expert researcher for a
World Bank project. I’m also an adjunct
instructor teaching Geography of World
Regions and Field Techniques here at
UM. I was four days from moving back to
North Carolina when I was offered the
opportunity, and it was such an honor
that I jumped at the chance to stay in
Montana and work for this department. V

What is remote sensing?
Remote sensing is basically acquiring
images. When I take a picture of the
Bitterroot Valley, that is ultimately
remote sensing. I’m using an object to
acquire an image. Now, let’s just think of
the camera that I’m holding in my hand
as a satellite that is orbiting our Earth.
It’s the same concept. These satellites
will take images of our Earth, just like
I would take a photo of the Bitterroot
Valley.

What did you learn from this project?

They slide but they can’t hide:
UM’s Caleb Pan became the first
person to discover the extent
of glaciers in Mongolia’s Altai
Mountains using satellite imagery.
Pan used satellite images (above)
to map Mongolia’s glaciers.
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Adventures
Abroad
Field School,
excavations
offer archaeology
education in
Belize
By Erika Fredrickson

The so-called “crystal maiden” in
a Belize cavern that UM’s Ashley
McKeown discovered was actually
a teenage boy. Now it’s called the
“crystal lad.” (Photo by Jaime Awe)

Imagine a scenario in which
Belize, where they experience
the entire population of Missoula
hands-on field training, evening
can no longer survive. Drought
lectures and field trips. The site is
has decimated crops, the
located in a national park where
economy has bottomed out, and,
busloads of tourists visit each
UM Archaeologist John Douglas climbs
through a narrow point in the entrance
as a result, residents flee the
day. In that sense, the students
of the Actun Tunichil Muknal cave.
valley in search of a better life. In
are not only contributing to
the aftermath of the evacuation,
an important Mayan project —
a small group of people attempts
they’re creating a relationship
to fight the odds. They band together in the center of town,
with Belize that helps fuel its economy.
pilfering bricks from crumbling buildings to create makeshift
Cahal Pech was occupied for 2,000 years by the Mayans.
structures, hoping to perpetuate the society they once
It sits on the banks of the Macal River and overlooks the
knew. On a television series, this scenario might portend the
confluence of the Macal and Mopan rivers. In its prime, it was
beginning of a zombie apocalypse. But in the real world, it’s
a hilltop home with elegant temples and grandiose housing
the story of almost every civilization collapse in history.
occupied by an elite Mayan family. There is evidence that its
John Douglas researches the collapse period — called
collapse in the ninth century was the result of drought. The
the “Terminal Classic” — for Mayan ruins in Belize. The UM
Terminal Classic denotes the aftermath, when some Mayans
professor and anthropological archaeologist directs a field
held on for just a while longer, repurposing the elite’s temples
school located at a Mayan ceremonial site called Cahal Pech,
and gravesites, patching together a society with the only
near the town of San Ignacio. Each January, Douglas departs
resources they had.
cold Missoula to lead 12 UM students to the warm lands of
“A lot of people think that after the collapse, everything
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UM Professor
Ashley McKeown
(top) and Belizean
archaeologist
Gonzalo Pleitez
work in a Central
American cavern.

disappeared,” Douglas says. “But, in
fact, there are some really interesting
things that happened over a century or
more afterward.”
(Photo by Kirsten Green)
Douglas first went to Belize in the
1990s to teach for four months. That
experience sparked his interest in the
Mayan sites, but it wasn’t until he met
Belizean archaeologist Jaime Awe in
2010 that the field school idea evolved.
Awe, who teaches at Galen University
in Belize and runs the Belize Valley
Archaeological Reconnaissance Project,
was visiting his wife’s family in Missoula
when he heard that Douglas had been
to Belize. The two of them struck up
a friendship and hatched a plan to
connect UM with Awe’s archaeology
work. And in recent years, Awe has
become a faculty affiliate for UM.
Awe has worked at Cahal Pech
since 1988 and wrote his doctoral
dissertation on it.
“As I tell people, it’s my Hotel
California,” he jokes. “I’ve checked in,
and I haven’t checked out. But it’s a
good place to be stuck.”
The site within Cahal Pech that UM
students focus on is in the outskirts
of the center, outside the grand plaza
and the royal residences. Douglas
and his students have discovered a
stone wall and a raised plaza, as well
as old structures encased by newer
ones. They’ve also unearthed pottery
and other beautiful objects buried
with the dead.
“This is like Russian dolls,”
Douglas says. “It’s one inside of the
other. I love it because it’s a spatial
puzzle of how all of these things fit together.”
Design is key in differentiating the Terminal Classic from
the classic. Mayans built refined walls and sophisticated
monuments, but the Terminal Classic Mayans — out of
necessity — created cruder versions with stones sticking
upward to heighten the wall.
“It’s a cheaper way to go and takes less labor,” Douglas
says.
One of the most exciting discoveries for Douglas’ students
was the staircase they found going into a tomb. The tomb had
not been excavated on the east side, but when the students
started digging there they found steps — something unusual
for a tomb at Cahal Pech.

UM students also visit the Actun
Tunichil Muknal cave where the
Mayans offered sacrifices to the
gods during the Terminal Classic
period. The cave is not part of the
field school, but Douglas brings his
students there to add context to
their studies. There’s a romantic,
adventurous element to the cave, like
something out of an Indiana Jones
movie. (In fact, Actun Tunichil Muknal
translates to “Cave of the Crystal
Sepulchre.”)
The entrance to the cave is a
45-minute hike. Once there, you
swim through a natural pool and
then hike the riverbed inside the
cave, where stalagmites glimmer and
passageways narrow and expand.
The ascent to the top of the cave
reveals chambers employed for ritual
activities that now house skeletons
McKeown studies a
and pottery. The skeletons are
tomb deep within a
cemented to the cave via calcium
Mayan structure.
carbonate, and the deposits give
them a crystalline appearance.
UM Professor Ashley McKeown
studies the human remains at the
cave and from other BVAR sites. She
also met Awe in Missoula, and she
recently began working for BVAR as
the assistant director responsible
for bioarchaeology and curating the
human skeletal collection.
“My responsibility is dealing with
human remains,” she says. “I take
my Ph.D. students, and we excavate
burials that have been discovered by
the archaeologists.”
McKeown isn’t directly involved
with Douglas’ field school, but her work at the cave and at
Cahal Pech complements the students’ study of the Terminal
Classic period. The cave’s skeletons are thought to be
sacrifices made to the rain gods in order to alleviate drought,
which eventually would drive the population out of Cahal
Pech.
McKeown’s job is to look at the human remains to see who
these skeletons might have been in life and how they died.
It’s clear that the sacrificial victims run the gamut, all the way
from infants to elderly. But how were they chosen, and how
did they fit into the Mayan society?
The technology for answering these questions has
advanced in recent years. Archaeologists can conduct
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chemical analysis of bone to
UM’s Belize connection
see what the deceased ate,
has started to find its way
which can indicate social
back to UM’s Department
status. Fish and meat might
of Anthropology. McKeown
point to elites, and a mostly
is cataloging and curating
corn diet might indicate a
the BVAR human remains
lower-class individuals. The
collection, which will be
isotope analysis also might
housed in UM’s Randall L.
hint whether the sacrificed
Skelton physical anthropology
victims were from the
lab. The anthropology
immediate community or a
department also is looking
foreign settlement. Knowing
to introduce Mayan
that information would help
bioarchaeology — studying the
tell the story of Actun Tunichil
close relationship between
Muknal, and McKeown is
biology and culture from
looking for funding to make
human burials — into the
that happen.
curriculum. Bioarchaeological
McKeown has been able
projects involving students are
to help untangle one story
not that common in the states
of the cave that had been,
because Native American
initially, thought to be a
burials rarely are excavated
closed case. At the back of
and historic burials usually
the cave are the remains
are protected by cemetery
of a complete skeleton on
laws, so the new program
its back in an awkward
promises to bring students
position. For years, cave
back to places such as Belize
tour guides called it the
again and again.
“crystal maiden.” At the
For Douglas’ students,
time it was first inspected,
the field school offers an
the crystalized material
experience that can be
on it covered a lot of the
translated into archaeology
morphology. The brow ridges
jobs all over the world, as well
weren’t defined. It seemed
as a variety of careers. One
like the story of the sacrificed
student, for example, ended
female virgin we’ve all heard
up working on public health
before. McKeown, however,
issues in Belize.
inspected the body and
“For some people it’s
discovered that it was a
not obvious how it affects
teenage boy. The crystal cave
them,” Douglas says. “But I
formation had begun to break
think getting students out of
away, revealing open growth
the classroom, working as a
plates, and she identified
team on a real-world project
UM students at the Cahal Pech site in Belize
features that were distinctly
that they’re invested in and
male.
understand why you’re doing it, is great experience no matter
“So now what used to be the crystal maiden, the tour
what they end up doing.”
guides, I think, are calling the crystal lad or crystal prince,”
Awe agrees.
she says.
“I think it also makes them great world citizens,” he says.
McKeown says that Belizean guides are eager to have
“As they grow and become adults, that exposure of meeting
accurate information about the archaeological sites. This
people of a whole different ethnic background and cultural
isn’t just a job for them, it’s a heritage, especially for those
background makes them a better person.” V
who are of Mayan descent and have solid archaeological
For more information email john.douglas@mso.umt.edu or
backgrounds. The work UM students and faculty are doing
ashley.mckeown@mso.umt.edu.
helps to further Cahal Pech as a prime tourist destination.
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I

Irish
Ideas

UM drama students collaborate with oral
history project to devise documentary play
By Bess Pallares

B

efore you can tell someone’s
story, you have to listen. This
seemingly simple act is the basis
of a recently published play researched,
devised and performed by UM drama
students.
The play, “Listen/Éist,” started with
six students in UM Assistant Professor
Bernadette Sweeney’s documentary
theater course during autumn 2011.
Sweeney, originally from Ireland, was the
founding director and currently serves as
a researcher for “The Gathering: Collected
Oral Histories of the Irish in Montana.”
The interdisciplinary project of UM’s
Irish Studies Program collects the stories
of Montanans with Irish heritage and
connections. Though the oral histories
are preserved through audio and
sometimes video and archived at the
Maureen and Mike Mansfield Library,
Sweeney had grander, more dramatic
hopes from the start.
“From the very first day, the first
interview I did, I realized what great
theatrical potential this project has,” she
says.
Sweeney previously taught theater
studies at University College Cork in
Ireland, and says documentary theater
— a format that uses real-life information
like interviews or news clippings to
develop a script, preferably without
altering it — is quite popular in Europe.

Bernadette Sweeney, an assistant
professor in UM’s School of Theatre
and Dance, used oral histories
collected from the Irish in Montana
to create a documentary play.
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Students performed the play “Listen/Éist” in UM’s
Masquer Theatre in December 2011.

With a wealth of information from “The
Gathering” and access to UM’s bright
young dramatists, the stage was set for
Sweeney to see that theatrical potential
come to life.
Cohen Ambrose, a graduate student
at UM pursuing both a master’s in
performance theory and criticism and
a master’s of fine arts in directing,
was one of the students in Sweeney’s
course. Though he didn’t know the topic
of the course going in, he previously
had performed in the well-known
documentary theater production “The
Laramie Project,” which explores events
and reactions surrounding the Matthew
Shepherd murder.
In “Listen/Éist,” Ambrose performs
the part of Bob Whaley, a local Vietnam
veteran whose great-grandfather is from
Tullow in County Carlow, Ireland, about a
15-minute drive from where Ambrose’s
wife grew up.
That sort of surprising connection is
not uncommon in “The Gathering,” and
it’s something the students experienced
firsthand because, with the exception
of one, the students performed their

own oral history interviews rather than
working with existing archives.
Great stories exist in the archives, but
Sweeney has learned that each oral
history has the potential to be great.
The process also allowed the students
to interact with their characters in a way
they normally can’t.
“Imagine if you were an actor playing
Hamlet, and you were able to go and
interview Hamlet,” Sweeney says.
From a three-hour interview
with Whaley, Ambrose distilled 10
minutes of material that speaks
to the Irish-American experience,
which for these people simply is the
American experience. Whaley was
born in Missoula in 1935, his family
roots connect to Butte and back to
Ireland, he remembers playing games
as a child during World War II that
entailed defending Bonner Park from
the Japanese and Germans, and as
an adult he entered the real war in
Vietnam.
“‘The Gathering’ questions are
geared toward Irish heritage and family
history,” Ambrose says. “All of them
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try in some way to link back to the Irish
element. Oftentimes, it’s the stories the
individuals tell about their own lives that
become the most vibrant.”
Ambrose never had conducted a long
interview before. Sweeney coached
students in her course and discussed the
interviewing process, teaching them to
listen without interrupting so they could
hear the whole story.
Through listening, the students were
able to absorb the power not only of the
stories, but also of the silence in their
interviews.
“I was able to translate that into my
own work as an actor and director and
really rediscover, I think, how powerful
the connection between two performers
is, or a performer and the audience, and
how much silence can help to forge that
connection,” Ambrose says.
Each student selected their
interviewees, bringing their personal
experience and personality into the
process. Leah Joki used an interview
she previously had conducted with her
grandmother and added interviews with
her mother, sister and niece; Rebecca

Schaffer interviewed two women and
devised separate monologues for the
play; Sam Williamson, Anna DulbaBarnett and Ambrose interviewed
one person each; and Reid Reimers
developed his more musical segment
from an interview Sweeney previously
had conducted.

“I was afraid it was going to
become a monologue play that didn’t
highlight how all these people are
interconnected,” Ambrose says. “What
happened is that Bob’s story became
an arching through-line that helped to
tie the other pieces together. I don’t
think it stood out as more important
— we could have done that with any of
them — it was just having one that had
a common thread that all these people
shared, which was adventure, bravery
and homesickness.”
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Listen/Éist is an original performa
nce script developed from interview
materials collected
by The Gathering and created
by students of the School of Theatre
and Dance at the University of Montana. The Gathering
: Collected Oral Histories of the
Irish in Montana is a
long-term interdisciplinary oral
history project which records
and archives the Irish and
Irish American folk histories, memories
, practices and traditions of Montana.
By using a variety of technique
s, incorporating the recorded voice,
recorded video, sound
effects and stage imagery, the
actors of Listen/Éist brought these
various stories to life in
front of their audience. This script
tells the stories of ten Irish Montanan
s, across the state;
Listen/Éist gives us an insight into
the lives of these Montana Irish
in their own words and
as a shared experience that can
be performed in front of a live
audience.
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The flexibility in the format alludes
to the unique nature of documentary
theater. Different stories need to be
told different ways, even within the
same script.
“Part of our work as interviewers and
in documentary theater is listening,
but as an actor you have to listen,”
Sweeney says. “You have to listen to
what your fellow actors are doing, you
have to be in the moment, absorb the
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sense of the audience.”
During the play, each actor sits on
stage in a traditional monologue format,
and photographs, video clips from their
interviews and sound effects punctuate
the performance.
The play debuted in the Masquer
Theatre at UM in December 2011. It was
performed again during the lead up to St.
Patrick’s Day celebrations in Butte the
following March and also last spring on
campus during the official script launch.
With the support of Jerry Fetz, former
dean of the UM College of Arts and
Sciences, the script was selected for
printing by the University of Montana
Press. Five-hundred copies were
produced last spring and are available
for purchase at The Bookstore at UM.
Most of the students involved in
researching, creating and performing the
play have graduated and moved on, and
Sweeney has no plans to stage another
production of “Listen/Éist” soon. But the
printed script provides an opportunity
for future productions, and she hopes
to see it performed again someday,
even in different incarnations with new
interviews.
“These are only the stories of 10
people,” Sweeney says. “‘The Gathering’
has more than 170 interviews recorded
now, and you could create a theater
piece out of any of them.”
The special quality in the oral histories
is not just in the strong connection
between the Irish and Montana or
inclusion in “The Gathering.” The stories,
like Ambrose says, are unique in the way
they interconnect and reflect a larger
experience, but you have to take the time
to listen. V
“Listen/Éist” was co-edited by
Sweeney and Dulba-Barnett and
produced with the support of the UM
Press, the UM College of Arts and
Sciences and the Irish Government
Department of Foreign Affairs Emigrant
Support Program. “The Gathering”
continues under the directorship of Bob
O’Boyle. Visit http://mtirishgathering.
org/ for more details.

Entrepreneurial Energy
One student’s journey toward launching a business

Ben Sokoloski used his
experiences with UM’s
Office of Technology
Transfer and Business Plan
Competition to help start
the Market on Front in his
hometown of Missoula.

By Erika Fredrickson
The Market on Front, a new Missoula
business, brims with the smell of roasted
coffee beans and savory panini. Ben
Sokoloski, the young, lanky owner, chats
up customers in front of a case full of
salads that includes sweet potato, salmon
and couscous, broccoli and cranberry. At
another counter, cooks prepare several
ready-to-go breakfast items with a healthy
dose of bacon.
“How was it?” Sokoloski asks a
customer about her breakfast quiche.
“Delicious,” she says. “We’ll be back.”
Sokoloski beams.
The market, which opened in midAugust, is located in a recently built
parking garage on Front and Pattee
streets. There’s a rustic-chic style to the
space, but it also feels practical and
modern. The floor, paneling, tables and
coffee bar are made with reclaimed wood,
which contrasts elegantly with the shiny
metal siding. In the center of the warmly
lit market, customers peruse the shelves
of fresh produce, cheese, organic chips
and pickled goods. It’s not a big selection
— yet — but it’s a carefully curated one.
“This is a small showing of what we’re

going to be offering,” Sokoloski says.
“We’re a few months behind schedule.
But we wanted to open the doors
anyway.”
Sokoloski, a Missoula native, created
the Market on Front with the help of
UM’s Office of Technology Transfer. In
the last couple of years, the office has
made it a goal to support students who
have entrepreneurial ambitions. The
result is that students such as Sokoloski
have crafted business models, gained
hands-on experience and received the
appropriate guidance to bring their
dreams to fruition.
The Market on Front is a work-inprogress, but Sokoloski has big plans
for it that go well beyond the walls of its
downtown location.
“It’s a kind of living breathing
organism,” he says. “And it’s slowly
growing into what we want it to become.”

I

n Australia they call it a walkabout,
in Amish culture, a rumspringa. For
a Montana kid venturing into the wide
world, they call it getting out of Dodge.
Sokoloski left Missoula after graduating
from high school at Loyola Sacred Heart
in 2004. First, he landed in Denver,
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where he enrolled in school for finance
real estate and Spanish, thinking he’d
like to work for a real estate development
company or investment firm. After
graduation, however, he decided to
journey around the world from South
America to Dubai to Singapore to New
Zealand.
“I went just about everywhere but
Antarctica,” he says.
In every country he visited, he
immersed himself in the bustling food
markets found at the center of each
town.
“I loved the energy,” he says. “That’s
where the people go. South America was
unbelievable and the same with places
in Africa where they are so poor, but they
barter. They don’t have a Sysco truck.
Their food is straight from the heart.”
After his world tour, Sokoloski returned
to Denver where he worked for a private
equity startup. He liked the challenge
of the job, clocking in 70 hours a week
in a “fast and furious” environment
where million-dollar transactions were
commonplace. But the nature of the
business got to him.
“We would basically charge obscene
rates for people to borrow money,”

he says. “And I kind of had an internal
dilemma about that.”
One place in Denver where he didn’t
feel conflicted, however, was Cook’s Fresh
Market. The locally owned corner market
makes fast-casual cuisine out of local and
fresh ingredients and offers chef-inspired
meals, imported cheeses and meats,
homemade sauces and artisan pastries.
Like the markets he’d visited around the
world, Sokoloski saw how Cook’s brought
community together in a positive way.
“They would host town meetings and
talk about how can we do things better in
Denver,” he says. “There was no benefit to
them; they just wanted to make sure their
town was amazing.”
Sokoloski started thinking of his
hometown of Missoula. He began putting
feelers out to get a sense of why Missoula
didn’t have a big central market like a
Whole Foods or Trader Joe’s.
“We have the Good Food Store, which
is the heartbeat for natural and organic
foods in Missoula,” Sokoloski says. “But
why isn’t there something downtown?”
As it turns out, big chains such as
Whole Foods have a population criteria:
They won’t come to a community smaller
than 250,000 people. But in the process
of learning about food-market models,
Sokoloski stumbled across an interesting
fact about Missoula.
“I spoke with the distributor of the West
Coast for United Natural Foods, and he
told me that Missoula, Mont., was one of
the most health-conscious purchasers
in the U.S.,” Sokoloski says. “Individuals
here buy more local, regional and organic
food per capita than any other place aside
from Berkeley, Calif.”
Armed with the sense that Missoula was
ripe for a downtown market, Sokoloski
returned home and enrolled in the MBA
program at UM, where he began working
on a plan.

A

s UM director of technology
transfer, Joe Fanguy works to
interface the University with the private
sector in the area of research and creative
scholarship. His background, however, is
in chemistry, not business, and so, when

he was looking to help students in the
area of entrepreneurship, he wanted to
reach out to all academic disciplines.
“I have a passion for helping folks
that might be outside of the traditional
business school track to explore their
own opportunities and ideas,” he says.
“We know that every entrepreneur —
every student — has different needs
when it comes to starting a business.”
In 2010, Fanguy began working with
John Beltram, a student intern for the
Office of Technology Transfer, to start
up an entrepreneurship club and begin
doing campus outreach. They brought
in guest speakers and developed the
framework for an internship program for
which students could apply.
Sokoloski was one of the first to
receive funding. In his internship
proposal, he suggested returning to the
place that had truly inspired his idea
for a market: Cook’s Fresh Market in
Denver. After Sokoloski was awarded
the internship, he spent 10 days at the
marketplace working from 7 a.m. to
sometimes as late as 9 p.m. in order to
learn the business.
“It was unbelievable,” he says. “The
chefs were unbelievable. The food was
so cool, and it was such a hub. I aspire
to do what they’re doing.”
In Don Gaumer’s business
entrepreneurship class, Sokoloski
worked with two other students — Brint
Wahlberg and Suzanna Simmons — to
develop what they called the Fresh Finds
Market and Deli plan. Their hard work
paid off. In 2012, the students knocked
it out of the ballpark at the John
Ruffatto Business Plan Competition,
where entrepreneurs from all of
Montana’s higher education institutions
compete for awards. They won the
People’s Choice Award, placed first
for elevator pitch and third in the highgrowth category.
One innovative aspect of the Fresh
Finds business plan came out of the
students’ research on Whole Foods. As
it turns out, the company has made it a
policy to set up shop near large parking
areas offering easier access to the store.
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That idea struck a chord with the students
and the fact that Missoula’s new Front
Street parking garage had an empty real
estate space seemed like serendipity.
In February 2013, Sokoloski launched a
Kickstarter campaign to raise $25,000 to
help with the final push of moving into the
space.
The plan for the Market on Front is to
continue to expand the menu and grocery
items. He’s also looking to duplicate
the model in places like Jackson Hole,
Wyo., and Whitefish. If big chains such as
Whole Foods don’t cater to small cities
like Missoula, perhaps the smaller Fresh
Finds Market can fill that niche.
“Maybe each market has the exact
same coffee or the same Hutterite hens
that we’re serving in the chicken salad
sandwich here,” he says, “but it would still
be that town’s market.”
As UM’s entrepreneurship program
continues to grow, Fanguy hopes to help
more students such as Sokoloski realize
their dream projects. For him, success is
a good goal to shoot for, but it has to be
fueled by passion and a willingness to
learn.
“To get up each day and have an
opportunity to do something you really
care about — that helps you push through
during challenging times,” Fanguy says.
“One of the key aspects I really applaud
Ben for is his willingness to be mentored.
And I think in the long term that will help
him be more successful.” V
For more information:
email joe.fanguy@umontana.edu.

Living the Hot Life
Studies of Yellowstone microbes shed light on
long-standing evolutionary questions

By Chad Dundas

UM microbiologist Scott Miller investigates
the evolutionary mechanisms used by
cyanobacterium to adapt to extreme
environments.

You can tell Scott Miller is used to the question. When you ask it, he leans
back in his chair and flashes the sort of patient, accommodating grin that
takes years to master.
“What do you do?” he repeats, like he’s heard this one a million times
before. “What exactly do you do?”
Such is life for a microbiologist, a guy who has devoted his career to
studying creatures the naked eye can’t see — organisms some people are
unaware even exist.
Miller’s research into photosynthetic bacterial life in the hot pools of
Yellowstone National Park isn’t the kind of thing that’s necessarily easy to
explain at cocktail parties. Yet there is magic in Miller’s work.
For nearly 20 years the affable associate professor at UM has, among
other things, dedicated himself to rooting out the inner life of Synechococcus,
a cyanobacterium (or what the layperson might call a “blue-green alga”), that
holds the record for temperature tolerance by a photosynthetic organism.
In an attempt to understand how these microorganisms are able to not only
survive but also thrive in hot springs at temperatures up to 165 degrees
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Synechococcus, a cyanobacterium,
holds the record for heat tolerance
by a photosynthetic organism.

Fahrenheit, Miller and his research
team are chipping away at some of
evolutionary biology’s enduring and
fundamental puzzles.
“We’re specifically looking at
adaptation to extreme environments,”
he says. “But the thing that really
motivates me and drives me is trying
to answer some very general but longstanding questions about evolution.
What is the stuff of adaptation? Is
it new mutations? Is it pre-existing
variation that is out there in the
environment that gets co-opted and
harnessed for adaptation? Does
adaptation to higher temperatures
come with a cost?”

In his sparse office inside UM’s
Health Sciences Building, the desktop
of Miller’s computer displays a wellknown aerial photo of Yellowstone’s
Grand Prismatic Hot Spring. At first
glance it looks like something out of
a science fiction movie — a lake with
an electric blue center that fades to
shades of yellow, orange and black as
it reaches the edges. Miller runs his
finger around the outside rim of the
hot pool, explaining that its rainbow
assortment of colors primarily are
produced by cyanobacteria, and that
different varieties — or genetic variants
— of Synechococcus can be found
within different hues, with the yellow
ring representing the “tree line for
photosynthesis as a way of making a
living.”
Miller’s research seeks to shed light
on numerous questions about how
and why these specific cyanobacteria
have been able to adapt to life in
extreme environments, as well as why
there are so many different varieties
of Synechococcus living at different
temperatures. It’s work that could
inform not only our understanding
of the evolutionary process but also
could someday have biotechnological
applications.
In January, along with co-authors
Michele McGuirl and Darla Carvey,
Miller published an article in Molecular
Biology and Evolution that began to
unlock some of the mystery.
Miller says that before he came to
UM a decade ago, more of his work was
conducted in the field, traveling to hot
springs in Yellowstone and Oregon to
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collect study samples in order to piece
together how different Synechococcus
function and to reconstruct their
evolutionary history. In order to really
do evolutionary biology, he says, and
to understand the path evolution has
taken, scientists first need to have a
fundamental understanding of how
their study organisms are related to one
another. Much of his work has involved
putting that puzzle together one piece at
a time.
“Early on there was a lot of
fieldwork, growth studies in the lab and
building of family trees because we
didn’t have a good feel of how these
otherwise morphologically identical
rods were related to one another or
how they differed functionally,” he
says. “Nowadays, it’s a very integrated
research program. It spans everything
from fieldwork to biochemistry to now
genomics. We’re not just sequencing
single genes and building evolutionary
trees, we’re getting entire genomes and
using that to understand the history and
mechanisms of diversification.”
Recently, the work has involved
purifying proteins and using what Miller
calls “tricks of molecular biology” to alter
genes and make ancestral versions of
various enzymes. One such enzyme is
RuBisCO, which was the focus of Miller’s
recent publication.
RuBisCO (or Ribulose-1, 5-bisphosphate carboxylase oxygenase, if you’re
scoring at home) is a common enzyme
that exists in both plants and cyanobacteria and is involved in the first step of
carbon fixation — the process by which
photosynthetic organisms turn carbon
dioxide gas into sugar (“The process that
built the biosphere,” Miller says).
Using a technique called circular
dichroism, Miller’s team determined

that the RuBisCO enzyme
about all the things we know
of the most thermotolerant
about this place, but then it
Synechococcus is more stable
gradually came out that we
than those of other varieties,
didn’t know all that much after
or of ancestral enzymes they
all.”
were able to synthesize in
For an aspiring scientist,
the lab. In addition, they were
that was pretty much all Miller
able to determine the specific
needed to hear.
genetic changes that made
“It was sort of like a last
this RuBisCO better suited to
frontier of biological diversity
withstand higher temperatures
for me, and I think that’s what
Miller’s team studies hot pool life in places such as the Grand
than its peers. The results
captured my fascination,” he
Prismatic Hot Spring in Yellowstone National Park, whose rainbow
yielded fresh insights on our
colors are caused by different genetic variants of Synechococcus.
says. “I said, ‘Wow, we know
(Photo by Jim Peaco, National Park Service)
understanding of the process
hardly anything about these
of what the paper calls “niche
things,’ and I just caught the
differentiation and ecosystem
bug. I really got into microbiology and
function.”
microbial diversity as a result. I think it
“The magic for me comes from
was this drive to understand what was
investigating the fundamental
there and what they were doing.”
question,” Miller says. “We’re trying
Ten years later, Miller and his
to figure out whether there are any
partner, plant evolutionary geneticist
general mechanisms for evolving
Lila Fishman, moved from their
environmental tolerance using
positions in the Research Triangle
not just Synechococcus but other
of North Carolina to UM, where their
cyanobacteria that occupy these
labs are right across the hall from
extreme environments.”
each other. Though Miller remains
chiefly interested in the pure science
of his work, because the proteins he
t is precisely the fact that so little
works on are of economic interest and
is known about microscopic life in
heat stability is a desirable property
UM student collecting
hot springs that drew Miller to the
in many industrial processes, he
samples for the Miller lab
field in the first place. While pursuing
admits there might be “serendipitous”
a graduate degree at the University
biotechnological applications that
of Oregon, he was leaning toward
come along with the discoveries.
a career in freshwater ecology until
Ask him about the progress of
he took the weekend field trip that
his research program, and the
changed his life.
accommodating grin returns, now
During his first quarter at UO,
with an unmistakable undercurrent of
Miller’s freshwater ecology class
modesty lighting his eyes.
visited Hunter’s Hot Springs near the
“The students do all the work,”
Oregon-California border. As he was
he says. “I sit behind a desk, mostly.
listening to his instructor give his
They try to keep me out of the lab. I
introductory remarks about the area,
had pretty good hands once, but now
which was discovered by the Hudson
I might be more likely to break some
Bay Company in 1832 and is home to
glassware or something whenever
Hunter’s Hot
the man-made Old Perpetual geyser,
I’m allowed to run amok in there. It’s
Springs near
Miller knew he had found his niche.
a huge team effort. Excellent people
the OregonCalifornia
“That was the first time I ever saw
make all this possible.” V
border, where
a hot spring,” he says. “Something
many of the
about it just clicked. We got there,
For more information email
organisms
Miller
studies
and the professor started talking
scott.miller@umontana.edu.
came from
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It is an incalculable added pleasure to any
one’s sum of happiness if he or she grows to
know, even slightly and imperfectly, how to
read and enjoy the wonder-book of nature.
— Theodore Roosevelt (1858-1919)
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Grinnell Lake, Glacier National Park
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